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Garza Wins SBAPresidency
by Chuck Leone
Tomas Garza was the clear
victor in the three-way race for
president of the Student Bar
Association in the election held
Wednesday, February 13.
Garza's showing' of 314 votes
(60% of those cast) far surpassed
the totals for the other two can-.
didates. Frank Gumpert" came in
second to Garza with 26% (138
votes), and Dan Mangold re-
ceived 44 votes for 8% of the
total. Write-in candidates ac-
counted for the other 6%.
The turnout for the election
was light. Only 29°io of the 1800
'students enrolled in the National
Law Center cast a vote .for a
presidential candidate. Voting
was even lighter in other con-
tests.
With the. exception of Ross
Delston in the first-year class
and Wendell Lueker running at-
large, the entire slate put to-
gether by Garza and now-vice
'GreyPanthers Aid Aged
by Debbie Thomson
"It is a beautiful thing to look
around and realize you have out-
lived your opposition," laughed
Maggie Kuhn during a recent
address at American University.
At 68, Ms. Kuhn is filled with
the spirited determination to
take dynamic part in social and
political ~eform that character-
izes the organization known as
the Grey Panthers. This national
coalition of young and elderly
persons, headed by Ms. Kuhn,
seeks to combat the policy of
"agism" in our society and build a
new power base for currently
disenfranchised people, including
those over 65.
"We live in a sick society," be-
lieves Ms. Kuhn. "People are tied
to unfulfilling jobs, from which
they receive little personal satis-
faction. They are. trapped in
dead-end marriages and lifeless
sexual liaisons. Their neighbor-
hoods, whether suburban or
ghetto, ar~ filled with fear and
isolation. On a national level,
they are faced with dying polit-
ical parties anda system of prior-
ities which affirms production at
. the expense of human values."
To combat these problems, the
Grey Panthers advocate acoa-
lition of young and old, both of
whom they view as disenfran-
chised groups within the Ameri-
can power hierarchy. "We have
much in common with young
people," stressed Ms. Kuhn.
"After all, we both go' through
identity crises. We both have
difficulty making a place for our-
selves in society. We are both
deeply into drugs. We both have
credit problems .. And. we both
have sexual hangups. We also
share a common enemy-your
parentsand our children.?",
. The Grey Panther Party has a
series of eight platform planks
that define the goals of the
.organization. These include: an
affirmation of the dignity and
status of age; a challenge to com-
pulsory retirement based on
chronological age; a call for
public and private pension re-·
form; a redirection of national
priorities toward a "just and
human" nation; an immediate
end to American intervention in
Indochina; and a demand Ior a
guaranteed annual income for
every person.
The Grey 'Panthers also have
focused on a series of nine issues
about which they express their,
views by a variety of activist
strategies, . including marches,
mail-in campaigns, group organ-
izing. and participation in public
meetings. These central issues
include: ending the war in Indo-
china; passage of the ERA;
health issues; housing problems;
problems of mass transportation;
reforms in the Social Security
system; court reformtcorporate
responsibility; and political
action.
"We advise the police ahead of
time that we are going to be
demonstrating at a particular
place," said Ms. Kuhn. "We
invite them to come-after all,
how would it look if they beat us
.over the head?"
"Aging can be a common
factor in humanity-in a beautiful
way," continued Ms. Kuhn.
"Even sickness can be a positive
'force. I have arthritis in both of
my hands, but that very weak-
ness gives me strength to work
for a more just and humane
,medical service."
Watching Maggie Kuhn-made
it very clear that aging can
indeed be beautiful> ,
Van Vleck Case to Start
presidents Scott Paseltiner and
'Dan Curran was elected. Of the
18 positions for which candidates
were in competition, ten are now
occupied by individuals who
were members of that slate.
In the at-large race, the victors
were Susie Foreman, Roy Bald-
win, Louis Francis, Judd Kut-·
cher, and John Gunther. Marcia
Hughes, John Shapleigh, Oliver
Long, and Ellen Peter were
.elected representatives from the
day class of '76, and in an uncon-
tested election Roberto Andreos,
David Manning, and Craig Schil-
ler were chosen from the day
class of '75.
None of the night class candi-
dates faced a contested election,
and consequently voting was ex-
tremely light. In addition to the
election of Dan Curran as night
vice president, Charles Micoleau,
Richard Burr, and Fred Souk'
became the representatives for
.the classes of '77, '76, and '75
respecti vely.
The greatest disappointment
in the selection offered to voters
apparently came in the at-large
race. 61 votes were cast for
write-in, candidates, more than
double the number of write-in
votes cast for presidential can-
.didates.
dates for five at-large seats, and
last min ute write-in candidates
captured the other spots with
little difficulty.
The first SBA meeting under
Garza's administration will be
held on Wednesday, February
20. Garza explained that the first
meeting will be largely an organ-
izational one, with emphasis on
Tomas Garza
selection of persons to chair the
various SBA committees. Selec-
tion of members of the commit-'
tees will be made in about two
weeks.
Garza said that his administra-
tion plans to take advantage of
the early start provided for by
the early elections (last year's
officers took office in April), par-
Th.e number of. candidates ticularly in the area of setting up
ru~nlOg fo: the varI~us posts in a comprehensive speakers forum.
this election was In marked. Plans will be made for speakers
con~rast to the number of com- this spring as well as for others
petlto:s .Iast yea~. St~dent Ba.r who may not be able to speak at
ASSOCiatIOn presidential candi- the Law Center until the fall.
date Carol Elder was unopposed
until a last minute entry into the
race by Craig Schiller, then a
first-year student. There were,
in that race, only three candi-
by Jessica Stricklin by executive order as a result 'of
Twenty teams of first-year the current gasoline shortage. As
students and eight second-year students who must drive to a
students, competing individually, nearby airport in order to com-
are participating in this year's mute' to colleges for classes
Van Vleck Case Club spring com- during the week, they feel that
petition. The first round argu- the ban violates their funda-
mentwill be Friday, March 1, at mental right to interstate travel.
8 p.m. in Building C. ' Additional issues in the case are
The case, Robinsonv. United whether plaintiffs have present-
States, involves four college ed a justiciable controversy to
students who are challenging a the Court, and whether, they
nation-wide ban on weekend have been denied equal protee-
driving, which has been imposed tion 'and due process in violation
--A-B-A--A-'p-p-r-o-v-,"""e-s-5-~-,-ew--S-c-h-o-o---"":ls-~1 ;:;;~~;:~::;::~.~~n
The ABA action enables graduates of the five law schools to satisfy ment: two preliminaries and a'
five new law schools. Receiving the ABA nod are: J. Reuben Clark final. Two briefs are required,
School of Law, Brigham Young University, Provo; Utah ..; School of and each winner of the final
Law, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, Hawaii; Southern round will receive one,hour of-
Illinois University School of Law, Carbondale, Ill.; Western New academic credit. The second pre-
England College School of Law, Springfield, 'Mass.; Franklin Pierce liminary round will be Thursday,
Law Center, Franklin Pierce College, Concord. N,H. (on condition' March 28, and the final argument
that degree-granting authority is received from the New Hampshire will be April 26. All are invited to
State Legislature).' attend the first round of compe-
The ABA action enables graduates of the five law shcools to satisfy'. tition which promises to provide
the legal educati~n requirements for admission to the bar in all states. ~ome interesting oral advocacy.
- ~. ~. . . .". . . . . .- .
In addition, the administration
plans to co-ordinate an intra-
mural sports program for the
spring.
The Winner's Statement
by Tomas Garza
At thi . .. IStime, I .would like to thank all the students who participated
10 the SBA election. By so doing, students became more sensitive to
the problems of the National Law Center. It is this concern arid
awareness that provides the formula necessary for the resolution of
our present problems.
I wish ~o extend my congratulations to the newly-elected
repres~ntabves and officers, and to all candidates who were willing to
campaign for office. I look forward to working with the newly-elected
members as soon as possible,
The newly-elected SBA will hive an organizational meeting on
Wednesday, February 20,1974. at 7:50 pm. I would like to encourage
l
~vkeryone to attend, especially if you have any ideas which you would
I e us to consider, -
For the pre ' t I' '. sen, mtend to establish a Speaker's Committee, to
{prOVIdequalified speakers, not only for the latter part of this year butor next fall as well I dditi ib
f' . n a ition, we WIll concentrate on LI raryre orm, Increased so . I " . , .cia activities and an' organized regIstratIOn
process, But m .' fth SBA' ' ore Importantly, I hope to involve every member 0
f e th m worthwhile-projects which will result in favorable changes
or e students and for the National Law Center.
Lawyers Guild Plans
Regional Conference
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WLC Initiates Health Project
by Barbara Moulton
The Women's Legal Clinic
(WLC), which is part' of the
Community Legal Services, pro-
gram, has recently initiated a
project aimed at improving the
health, services provided to
women students by George
Washington University. While
WLC believes that the Student
Health Service needs to 'be'
expanded and improved in a
number of areas, it has been
'particularly alarmed by com-
plaints of women who feel they
have received incompetent treat-
ment for venereal disease and
other gynecological ailments at
the hands of the Student Health
Service.
Failure to properly diagnose
and treat gynecological diseases
can lead to serious harm such as
permanent sterility or partial
blocking of the Fallopian tubes
(which may cause life-endanger-.
ing ectopic pregnancies). Such
harm usually is not immediately
apparent and may not become
evident for years. Thus, in most
of the cases which have come to
WLC's attention, the women
UFWStJ' k themselves do not know for sure. . ea ,.er whether their bodies have suf-
fered permanent damage.
On Thursday, February 21, at 8:00 p.m. in Center 426, the SBA' They do know that the treat-
Speakers Committee will present a discussion on the present .msnt which they received at the
activities of the United Farmworkers Union. Mr. David Urioste, a Student Health Service was so
former farmworker who is now a union organizer, will speak. unsatisfactory that they ulti-
Csi Se Puede [It Can Be Done], a film on the UFW's struggle in mately sought help from private
Arizona against a state statute prohibiting boycotting and picketing doctors. The private doctors
by agricultural workers, will be shown. provided treatment different
In addition, a lawyer with the Migrant Legal Aid Society will from that given by the Student
discuss the labor law aspects of the UFW's activities. Health Service, and in some
by Chuck Leone
The Washington, D.C., chapter of the National Lawyers Guild has
announced that the fourth Northeast Regional Conference of the
Guild will be held at the National Law Center of George Washington
University on the weekend of March I, 2, and 3.
Friday night's activities include registration, the showing of the
movie Point of Order (about the McCarthy hearings), and a talk by
attorney Joe Forer concerning his experiences in defending clients
before the House Un-American Activities Committee during the
McCarthy Era.
J\1ajor presentations on Saturday include a panel discussion on the
energy crisis led by Jim Ridgeway (author of The Closed Corporation)
and a representative from the United Mine Workers, and a panel
discussion on a radical interpretation of recent, Supreme Court
decisions led by David Rein and Mort Stavis. Saturday's activities
also include workshops on mass defense (using the Attica and
Wounded Knee incidents as examples), radical input into
Congressional decisions, housing, and labor. A dinner and party will
conclude the day.
On Sunday the National Women's Caucus will meet, and there will
, be a discussion on the input of the Guild into international affairs
(using as examples recent and upcoming trips to North Vietnam and
Cuba). There will also be presentations on the Lawsuit to Set Aside
the Results of the '72 Election, and on impeachment, during the
afternoon.
The registration cost for the conference is $10, which includes most
meals. However, students who wish to attend individual sessions may
do so without registering. Those interested in attending should call
the office of the D.C. chapter of the Guild at 783-1060.
R ~, . 1\ /
BLUE GRAP;S/~foIK
CONCER.T/ /
./
Featuring Stephen Spano.:
cases stated that they considered
-the procedures followed or the
treatment prescribed by the
Student Health Service to have
been incorrect.
The Wom'tm's Legal Clinic is
seeking, through negotiation
rather than litigation, to per-
suade the University to add a
well-qualified gynecologist to the
staff of the Student Health
Service. As the University ad-
ministration is not presently
convinced of the need for increas-
ed and .improved gynecological
services, WLC is conducting a
survey of women students in
order to demonstrate the extent
of the need as well as the degree
of dissatisfaction with the pre-
sent services.
Questionnaires will be distri-
buted in the dormitories and at
the Marvin Center during the
week of February 25th. WLC
expects to present the results to
the administration early in
March. Anyone who is interested
in helping with this project, or
who has information which may
be of use, should call 676-7163
and .leave a message.
Pollution:
it's a crying shame
First Floor Cafeteria
Marvin Center
SUNDAY, February 24
18-12P,M,
ADMISSION FREE to GW, students & staff only
• The mulUstate part 01the course ends March 29. The remainder 01 the course covering all the general law subjects given in the District,
Maryland, Virginia and Pennsylvania Bar examinations will continue until April 27• All lectures are live •
BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
LONG COURSE STARTS MARCH 7, 1974
Day'Course - Thursday and Friday. 1:30 p.m, - 3:30 p.m, and Saturday 10 a.m, to noon"
Evening Course ~ Thursday and Friday. 6:30 p.m, - 8:30 p.rn, and Saturday 10 a.m, to noon
• Students may alternate day and evening sessions. Long Course students will continue in the summer program. All of the Long Course
subjects'will be reviewed again in the summer courses, including also the local laws of the District, Maryland and Virginia and five multiple
choice tests •
• Students enrolled in the Lo~g Course may attend any and all 01 the lectures offered throughout the summer program at no additional cost.
The lee lor the Long Course, including the summer course, is $220, plus a relundable deposit 01$5;00 on classroom question books.
A deposit of $125 enables the student to receive the law summaries In advance. The fee SOLELY for the multi state part 01 the course is
$,125.00including law summaries,' ' VIRGINIA COURSES
OISTRICT OF COLUMBIA COURSES
$TANDARD DAY AND EVENING COURSES-JUNE 11 -JULY 25,1974
Day Course - Monday through Friday from 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm. '
Eyenlng course - Monday through Friday from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm
INTENSIVE THREE.WEEK COURSES -JUNE 11 --JULY 2; and JULY 2-25. 1974
Monday through FridaY from 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm and 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm
ELEVEN-OAY COURSE - JULY 11 - JULY 25,1974; Mon. through Fri.; ,three sessions
dally.
The FEE for any of the courses Is $220. plus $5 refundable deposit. Students may alternate day
and evening sessions.
STANDARD DAY COURSE from 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm starts June 17 and ends July 25; the
EVENING COURSE, from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm starts June 11 and .nds July.•19.
Classesare held Monday through Friday. Starting June 24 through July 12. Virginia
classeswill also be held 8:30 pm to 10:15 pm.
INTENSIVE COURSES -JUNE 11 -JULY 12;and JUNE 24 -JULY 22, 1974 '
, Classesare held Monday. through Friday from 1:30 pm, 6:30 pm and 8:30 pm, as
Indicated above.
The FEE for any of the courses Is $220, plus $5 r.fundable deposit. Students may allernate day
and evening 48Sslons. '
PENNSYLVANIA COURSES
MARYLAND COURSES
STANDARD DAYCOURSE from 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm sJarts June 17 and ends July 25; thit
EVENING COURSE,- from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm starh June 11 and ends July 19.
Classesare held Mon. through Frl, Starting July 15 through July 19, MarYland claslllS
_ will also be held from 8:30 pm tq 10:15 pm. '
INTENSIVE THREE-WEEK COURSE starts July 2 and ends July 25. Clasills. are held dally,
1 '30 pm 6'30 pm and 8:30 pm, as Indicated aboye. '
Th. FEE f~r any ~f ihe co';rses ts $220, PlUSa refundable $5 deposit. Students may allernate:
day and evenlRll sessions., NACRELLI BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
lET NoW ,Telephone: (202) 347.7514
1334 "G" STAll,. WASHINGTON, e.e, 20001
STANDARD DAY COURSE from I :30 pm to 3:30 pm starts June 26 and ends July 25; the
o. EVENING COURSE from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm starts June 1) and ends July 10.
ELEVEN-DAY COURSE -JULy 11 • July 25. Monday through Friday, twice dally.
The FEE for any of the courses Is ,$t 50.00, plus a refundable $5 deposit.
MULTISTATE COURSES
DAY COURSE - June 28 - July 25 from 1:30 pm to 3:30 prn, EVENING COURSE from
6:30 pm to 8:30 pm Jun. 11 -July 8. Monday through Friday. '
ELEVEN-DAY COURSE -July 11 ~JuIY 25. Twice daily.
The FEE for any of the courses Is $125, pluS $5 refundable deposit. Additional subjects
prorated.
4-~ebruary 20, 1974
1£bitnrial
Washington's Birthday
Febr~ary 22 is George Washington's birthday, a recent Act of Con-
gress notwithstanding. Changing the legal holiday from that date to
~n ~rbitrarily chosen February Monday represents an intolerable
infringement of a noble American tradition for the sake of'current
convenience.
Indeed, the Monday holiday now' generally assumed to represent
Washington's birthday was originally not even intendedto honor the
first president alone. It was to be called "President's Day," and was
expected to include a belated celebration of Lincoln's birthday as well.
We believe that George Washington's birthday is an event of suffi-
cient historic significance to merit being declared a holiday in' itself ...
Today, more than ever, we need to be reminded that once we had a
president "who could not tell a lie."
Tradition and logic dictate that George' Washington's birthday be
celebrated on the.anniversary of the event, not on a wholly unrelated
date. While a three-day weekend is undeniably pleasant, it has no real
commemorative significance whatsoever.
. George Washington's birthday is not the only holiday whose signif-
ieance has been diminished by its conversion to an arbitrary Monday.
The cha~g~ of Veteran's Day from November 11, the anniversary of
the armistice that ended World War I, to the fourth Monday in Octo-
ber has proven to be even more controversial. ..
Outraged veterans' groups have not permitted that change to go
unprotested. As a result of their justifiable objections, November 11
remains an official state holiday in Pennsylvania. Efforts have already
begun to restore it as a state holiday in Maryland.
We support the efforts of the Maryland veterans. We also urge the
repeal of the federal act which created this problem.
R~~eal would undo the damage caused by this despicably anti-
traditional statute. It would restore the commemoration of George
Wa~hington's birthday to February 22. Veterans' Day would once
again be celebrated on November 11 throughout the nation, and the
other "Monday holidays" would similarly be restored to their tradi-
tional dates.
We are faced with a choice between grand old American traditions
and modern American "progress." We opt for the former.
The NewSBA
We congratulate the members of the new Student Bar Association
on their recent election. The success of the Garza slate, in capturing a
majority of the seats, is an indication of its popular support among
those NLC students who voted in the election.
. While at first glance it may appear disheartening that only 29 per
cent of all NLC students voted in the election, nonetheless even that
fig~re represents some improvement over the overwhelming apathy
WhIChhas often characterized previous SBA elections. .
The many accomplishments of the SBA in the past are clear evi-
dence of its ability to function for the benefit of the NLC community.
However, much work remains to be done by the new SBA.
An organizational meeting will be held tonight. We urge everyone
to attend and participate. SBA activities are not limited to its elected
members. The unsuccessful candidates, and interested students who
did not choose to run, are also eligible to serve on many of the SBA's
. committees, and thus to be of service to us all.
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Impea~hment Conference
by Roy Baldwin
A few weeks ago I was giving
Carol Elder, then SBA Presi-
dent, a hard time about how the
SBA never seemed to come up
with interesting programs and
speakers.
She asked me for an example
of what I meant, and I replied,
"Well; what about Impeachment
-that's a national legal issue of
great importance that could
certainly be the subject of a
. worthwhile conference. Why
hasn't the SBA gotten together
with the other D.C. law schools
and hosted a National Confer-
ence on Impeachment?" "Con-
gratulations", she answered
"you just volunteered." . '
After several days of prepara-
tion, a group of us decided to
schedule an organizational meet-
ing to make plans for the
conference. You may remember
seeing the signs up two weeks
ago.
.. Those of us who were in on
planning for the organizational
meeting made a deal among
ourselves. If more than ten
people came to the meeting we'd
go' ahead and have the Confer-
ence, satisfied that enough sup-
port existed within our own
student body before asking for
the commitment of other schools
and legal associations. If fewer
than ten came to the organiza-
tional meeting, we'd forget about
th~ whole thing and go back to
being law students.
Well, four people came to that
meeting, so naturally little got
done. However, 'the few that did
make it decided that we should
give the idea one more try,
because we were surethere was
more interest in the subject than
what we saw that night. This
little piece is being written to en-
courage people to think about
having such a Conference, Here
are some of my thoughts on the
matter:
, Should the NLC sponsor a
.National Conference on the
issues surrounding impeachment
of the President?
Impeachment is a grave na-
tional issue. with inevitable impli-
cations for the legal profession.
As such it is a highly emotional,
politicized issue-one that could
be well served' by a conference
dedicated to rational discussion
of the problem.
The legal profession has a
responsibility to the Congress
with regard to impeachment.
Comparatively little serious legal
thought has been given to the
subject of impeachment, al-
though the New York City Bar
and the Rodino Committee have
made good beginnings. As a
result, members of the House are
in the position of grand jurors
called upon to return an indict-
ment when they are not even
sure of what the grounds for
indictment should be. More must
be learned about Impeachment,
and what is known must be
pulled together if it is to be
useful to the Congress. A confer,
ence that addressed itself to the
subject might be of great help to"
them in their deliberations.
The legal profess-ion has an
equal responsibility to the Amer-
ican public to carryon a reasoned
exchange of views" about Im-
peachment. It doesn't take a
.particularly perceptive person to
realize that lawyers are not held
in great esteem these days.
Because the impeachment issue
is a direct outgrowth of the
Watergate developments, the
legal profession should feel it has
a duty not only to inform itself
and the Congress about the
subject, but to show its concern
about the whole mess as well.
If such a conference is to be
held, the natural place to hold it
is in Washington, and the
natural school to host it is the
NLC. Students in the D.C. law
schools, and particularly the
NLC, should be taking the lead
among the nation's law schools in
addressing the great political
issues of the day that relate to
the legal profession. The D.C.
schools have a responsibility to
the rest of the nation's law
schools that we have not been
living up to recently. A confer-
ence on impeachment is one way
of shouldering that responsibil-
ity.
What kind
should It be?
of conference
It should include all aspects of
the .legal profession, not just
students. It should include the
ABA, the Congress, law school
deans, faculty, students, and
concerned organizations 'and in-
dividuals from the entire width
of the political spectrum. It
should be a forum for reasoned,
intelligent dialogue-emphatic-
ally not a pep rally for or against
Richard Nixon. Although it
should get down to the nitty
gritty of what he has done that
may constitute an' impeachable
offense, it should be concerned
with the issue in the abstract as
well-how the impeachment of a
president would affect our politi-
cal, social, and legal.institutions.
With all the resources avail-
able to us in the D.C. area a truly
great conference could be organ-
ized. Sooner or later, the legal
profession will have to face the
impeachment issue. A conference
timed to go off in April would
come when discussion of- the
issue would be at its peak. Ifwe
at the NLC begin planning for
such a conference now, we may
be performing a worthwhile
service not only for ourselves,
but quite possibly' for the entire
legal profession.
The important consideration
for right now is to find out
whether enough students at the
NLC want to spend a little time
organizing such a conference. r
hope that we can schedule
another planning meeting soon,
so that students will be able to
attend and speak their minds.
Letter to theEditor:-~-----------
All Too Common Practice
To the editor:
It is apparently a common
practice for many professors to
refuse to review students' ex-
ams. This is a policy w'hich
students should not tolerate, and,
which the administration should'
forbid.' Students have every
right to be able to see. their
exams and go over them with
their professor so that they can
'see where they made their
mistakes. Review of exams is an
important learning device and it
does not seem unlikely to me that
many students 'would be honestly
-interested in finding out what
they did not understand.
This refusal by faculty mem-
bers disturbs me, for I view it as
another example of the general
incompetence of many of the
faculty as educators. I cannot
imagine a college professor re-
fusing to discuss a student's
paper with him or her, because
most college professors see them-
selves primarily as teachers. I
think that many of the law school
professors see themselves as
attorneys-not as teachers whose
subject is law-and that is the
crux of the problem.
It could be argued that such
meetings might degenerate into
arguments over grades. While
this is a legitimate concern, one
should also ask why professors
should be shielded from students
who. feel they were graded
unfairly or that the exam 'was
poorly written. One could also
argue that professors would not
have time to meet with all the
students wishing appointments,
but if a professor doesn't have
time to discuss coursework with
his or her students, then perhaps
the real issue is what that pro-
fessor is doing on a law school
faculty. Discussing exams with
professors is a right of students,
not a privilege, to be granted
them by the faculty.
Alan Kleinburd
LETTERS POLICY: All let-
ters to the Editor must be
typed double-spaced, on a
seventy-space line, and must
be received in THE ADVO-
CATE office no later than
5:00 P.M. on the Friday pre-
ceding date of publication.
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Speaking of Basket ball
by Jeff Menick
I think that the unpredictability of college basketball
is one of its greatest appeals·to the sportsman in me.
Instead of jaundiced old pros who get the same over-
blown salaries each year, win or lose, the performers
are a bunch of college students who really do get
psyched up and, occasionally, psyched out.'
UCLA has dominated college ball since the early
sixties, and particularly since the days of Kareem Abdul
Jabbar (Lew Alcindor in those days) the Bruins have
been Goliath to every David coming up the pike. This
appears to be the year that UCLA can be taken, but the
very fact that it is a question keeps the sport exciting.
The "normal ness" of this year's team was revealed to
a nationwide tv audience in their second game of the
year, when they barely escaped an embarrassing defeat
at home to Maryland, with the Terps unable to get off a
shot that might have won them the game in the last
seconds. Redemption came, temporarily, in a solid
thrashing of N.C. State, on a neutral court in St. Louis,
but humility came when an obviously outclassed Notre
Dame Team made UCLA fold with a twelve-point lead
in the final minutes of the game.
This past weekend will alert Atlantic Coast Con-
ference basketball devotees that theirs is not the only
show where going on the road can bring disaster, for the
mighty Bruins struck out in Oregon. Oregon State and
Oregon both did it to the Bruins, by outhustling and
outshooting the Walton Gang, as their floor leader is
called.
UCLA helped do it to itself with a horrendous number
of turnovers, but that desire which sparked the upsets
is the joy of the game,
What comes next? N.C. State and Notre Dame will
probably move up in the polls. Big Deal. Maryland beat
UNC last week, 'So they might switch places. N.C. State
is probably in the best position to take this year's
marbles. If the 'season ends as expected, Maryland and
Carolina will kill each other on Friday in the ACC
Tournament while State has a breather from the other
bracket. So that the final on March 9 ought to be a State
slaughter of, probably, the Terps.
Assuming that UCLA does go on to win the Pac-B,
and both State and UCLA win their regionals, they
would then meet in the first round of the NCAA finals,
being held in, of all places, the Greensboro, N.C.
coliseum.If the ACC champ can't do it there, he can't do
it nowhere.
Speaking of basketball, I haven't been out to the
Capitol Centre for a Bullets game yet, but from the con-
certs I've seen there I can tell you that the place is
beautiful, and has excellent sightlines from all over the
arena, The most unique features of the place are the
giant Telscreens, which show closeups of the
performers and instant replays' during sports events.
Parking is a bit of a hassle, as cars back up onto the
• beltway to get in, and waste gallons of gasoline trying to .
get out, but there is bus service (although at $2 per
person round trip, it adds a considerable expense to the
cost of a date).
•••
By the way, if anyone has any solutions to the
.problem of how to get gasoline without waiting in line
.for more than an hour, this column will be happy to pass
them along. Whoever would have believedthat running
aservice station would become a business for five half
days. I know of only one station in the area open past
five o'clock, and it doesn't open until 11 A.M. (The Kayo
station in Silver Spring has been operating 11 to 7,
closed Wednesday and Sunday.)
The inconveniences caused by this "gasoline
shortage" seem a bit absurd. I wonder if Nixon's,
chauffeurs are having to stand on line to get gasoline?
The other long lines in this town for the past couple of
months have been at the flicks. I refuse to stand in those
kinds of lines, first to buy tickets, then to avoid sitting
in the first row to see something like The Exorcist. So I
haven't. The two films that I most enjoyed were The
Sting and American Graffiti.
The Sting is a Robert Reford-Paul Newman vehicle
'about a couple of two-bit drifters (con-men) in the
midwest in the thirties. One of their good buddies gets
bumped off by the big mob guy, out of New York, and
they seek their revenge by trying to put the big con (the
Sting) over on him. While the pace of th_efilm is a bit '
slow, the punch line makes the wait worthwhile, and
everyone leaves the theater smiling.
American Graffiti is simply the best of the nostalgia
flicks that have been oriented towards rock 'n roll. No
heavy messages, just two hours of old-fashioned, corny
entertainment. No heavy sex trips, lots of mischief, but
little violence, it really serves as a delightful escape
from today's newspaper headlines.
WithA pologies to Ronald Ziegler
by Mark Leemon
Fifteen months ago Peoria,
Illinois, jumped on the Nixon
re-election bandwagon to the
tune of 61.2 percent. Last
Thursday, the Penny Press, a
weekly newspaper in Peoria,
took a poll to measure voter
reaction to the increasingly per-
sistent issue of impeachment.
Fifty-one percent of those who
responded said that they thought
Mr. Nixon should be booted out.
The act that played this town so
well just over a year and three
months ago has come to the point
of folding. Whether he is inno-
cent or guilty of all the nasty
things John Dean said he did, I
believe Mr. Nixon will be forced
to leave office (one way or the
other) by the end of the coming
summer. His tragedy will be
Aristotelian: that is, he will fall
because of a flaw in his own
character-the paranoid compul-
sion that led him to install those
James Bondish, voice-activated
tape recorders. What followed
from that one decision was a
sequence of incredible events
that a year ago would have been
dismissed by Rod Sterling as too
fanciful for Night Gallery.
Consider the plot. The exist-
ence of tapes was discovered by a
delighted, left-wing staffer on
the Ervin Committee. The Com-
mittee was understandably cur-
ious about them, because they
seemed to bea clear-cut way to
test the veracity of the talkative
Mr. Dean. Then Special Prosecu-
tor Cox expressed a similar
interest, and both investigating
parties subpoenaed a number of
"key" tapes. Mr. Nixon then said
that, while he could assure
everyone that the tapes vindi-
cated him (he had listened to
several himself), he could not
release them because of his
overwhelming respect for the
office he holds.
A legal struggle ensued, Mr.
Nixonlosing first at the District
Court level and then _at the
appellate court level. Along the
way, Mr. Nixon removed the
special prosecuter (to whom he
had pledged a free hand just
months before, and then called
an "employee"), thereby losing
two of the few remaining hired
hands who had remained uri-
o tainted throughout the whole
Watergate mess.
This "Saturday Night massa-
cre" represented a major turn of
opinion for Mr. Nixon. It brought
regard for his administration toa
new low. And when the pressure
of this opinion finally resulted in
the surrender of the nine tapes
the. departed special prosecutor
wanted, the worst possible devel-
opment was revealed. Either by
design or by accident two of the
tapes were "missing." At this
point, Nixon's credibility had
sunk so far asto make LBJ look
like Honest Abe in comparison.
If Mr. Nixon had announced,
the very day after Alexander
Butterfield "told all', that several
tapes were never made because
of technical problems, he would
have looked bad. By pretending
that what was at issue was a
principle and nothing else, and
mentioning the "problems" only
after a series of image killing
legal battles, he has made things
doubly bad.
Even if Nixon had followed his
, new Attorney General's' advice
and burned the tapes (which
perhaps would have been legal),
the wave of adverse public
reaction would 'have been mini-
mal compared to the jokes being
made about his personal secre-
tary's remarkable stretching a-
bility, or the sinister forces that
Alexander Haig seems to think
have it in for Mr. Nixon.
Unfortunately for Mr. Nixon,
what he has consistently done is
to try to "tough it out": he has
refused to be frank with· the
public or the leaders of his own
party. This merely compounds
the difficulties created by the
very fact of having made the
tapes in the first place.
It will take more than just a
widespread public suspicion that
Nixon is a "crook" to remove him
from office, although of course
that is a practical necessity. Only
a large defection from the ranks
of his own party will turn the
trick, a defection which can most
easily be caused by precisely the
course of action which Nixon has
been pursuing, Indeed, it strikes
me that in his handling of
relations with his own party, Mr.
Nixon is exercising a subcon-
scious death wish. First, he
allowed his campaign re-election
committee to raise five or six
million dollars more than he
needed to win (thereby drying up
contributions for other Republi-
cans who did not have the good
fortune to be running against a
man whose choice for VP made
Spiro Agnew look good). Second,
he alienated the libertarians in
his 'party by recording their
supposedly private conversa-
tions in the Oval Office. Third,
just before each bombshell, he
told them the worst was over,
and they could safely come out
now and defend him. .
The result is that his fellow
Republicans not only share
everyone else's doubts about his
innocence, but also feel that he
has lost his political common
sense. Many now want -him :
removed from office before the-
corning '74 elections.
'Adding to his woes, the
pressure created by Watergate
(Please Turn to P. 8, Col. 4)
Smoke Gets in Your Eyes
by Paul Beck
I am vehemently opposed to
smoking. My argument is based
on public policy grounds: smok-
ing is not healthy for the smoker,
and it is discomforting, even
repulsive, to the people around
the smoker.
It may be argued that breath-
ing tobacco smoke is only a minor
part of the whole problem of air
pollution, and that therefore it is
useless even to try to solve the
problem. However, Lthink that
we should try to solve problems.
in ways we comprehend and can
effectively utilize, even if they
are not total solutions. We can
m~ke a beginning with air
pollution and lung cancer by
eliminating smoking.
There are other reasons for
opposing smoking, some of which
I find even more compelling than
the first. Smoking, bothers the
eyes and lungs of those around
the smoker. It fouls the smell of
'- the air and, when ventilation is
inadequate, leaves the air stag-
nant.
It leaves a distinctive odor,
which adheres to clothing. When
I am in a room of smokers for
several minutes, my clothes
retain that odor for hours.
Clothes that have just been
laundered are rendered foul-,
smelling as ,soon as they are
removed from the dryer, if a
smoker is present. This is pretty
frustrating, unless you enjoy
doing your laundry.
In some people; smoke causes
a particularly unpleasant reac-
tion. Those with sensitive eyes or
lungs are made quite uncomfort-
able when smokers are nearby
Most people, however" are too
polite or respectful to raise the
issue with the smoker, and
smokers seem uniquely capable
of ignoring those around them
who may be suffering.
Although smokers will often
request their host's permission
before smoking in a car or home,
in public places (which are no one'
person's private domain) they
assume that nobody will mind if
they smoke. I MIND.
Where one individual affects
the rights of others, his or her
(Please Turn to P. 8, CoLI)
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Colonials' Climb Needs Coaching Boost
by Stuart Oelbaum attributed to the knee operation
A disappointing 11-10 record that robbed the team of back.
has stalled George Washington's court ace Pat Tallent. His
climb to the major ranks of col- absence may have hurt the Co.
lege basketball and put the Co- lonials more psychologically than
lonials in danger of slipping back physically.
into their old mediocre ways. The fine play of Keith Morris,
Only Lefty Driesell, who who emerged from Tallent's
heaped undeserved praise on the shadow, John Holloran and Jim
Colonials and coach Carl Slone on Peters has minimized the use of
his weekly television show, is Tallent's absence as a justifica-
foolish enough to mention GW tion for the Colonials' poor
and the NIT in the same breath. showing. .
Ironically, the 'I'erps, considering. .Without the Kentucky sharp.
the stiff opposition they'll face in' shooter, GW has more skilled
the ACC tournament, may end ballplayers than do some teams
up in New York themselves. that boast victories over the
Proudly displayed on campus a Colonials. Delaware, Richmond,
year ago, a GW NIT button worn American, and Marshall looked
today would evoke the same sor- better on the scoreboard, al-
rowful sympathetic response as a though worse on a talent chart.
Mcflovern button. This year's One or two losses a year to
Colonial campaign resembles the weaker teams are forgivable in
Senator's efforts: Both started .college basketball. Even UCLA;
with high hopes that turned into which has one of last year's top'
the impossible dream. high school players riding its
Part of the GW demise can be bench, loses to Oregon and Ore-...........................................•. ~....••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..-, ' ..• : : : :: : :: : :: : : : ::::: : : :: ; :: ::: : :: : :.: : : : : : :: :: : :: :".
ALL-nlE·KING!l "EN
Thursday, February 21
BALLROOM, Marvin Center
Showings: 7 & 9 P.M. - a(\ft~6
75cents r..I!."~
.,::;~~:1~~~:~;~:~:',':, """", ,~lJoUIIlD..··· · ·.·.··.·.·.·.·.·.·....... ~fi ...•..................... . . . . . ,.......................................... -~...•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••
gon State now and then.
However, continued defeats at
the hands of inferior clubs is not
the stuff that post-season tourna-
ment teams are made of. With
the beatable teams of Catholic,
William & Mary, and George-
town left, GW could finish at 14-
12 and at least avoid a losing.
season. (The Colonials will prob-
ably fall to Syracuse and Virginia
Tech). ~"
GW has too much talent and
too many easy teams on its
schedule to make any claims that
the Colonials enjoyed modest
success by posting a winning
record seem immodest.
Equally disturbing as GW's
failure to win the games it should
is the' team's failure to hold its
own against the good clubs on its
slate. Forget Maryland, which is
a super team, but consider the
embarrassment at Pitt and GW's ..
failure to make a contest of it at
Cincinnati.
More distressing is last week's
loss to Marshall. The Thundering
Herd's reputation isn't matched
by their skill. In other words, .
QW failed .to capitalize on an
excellent opportunity to boost its
sagging prestige.
The game demonstrated one of
the Colonials' most pressing
problems: Clyde Burwell. The
dean's list engineering student
doesn't seem to' respond to the
usual stimuli that motivate jocks.
Last season, he appeared
oblivious when the fans cheered
his defensive intimidation, and
this season he is equally oblivious
when the fans boo his failures,
such as a 6-4 Marshall forward
blocking his shot.
Restoring the Junior center's
BEIGHT BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
Classroom Located
One BIQek Inside Capital Beltway
9423 Georgia Avenue - Silver Spring Maryland
I '
MARYLAND BAR EXAM
Long Course Commences March 5, 1974
Short Course Commences June 3, 1974
Regis~rations are,now being taken
L._FO_R_J_U_L_Y_l_9_74_B_A---,-R_E_X_A_M_· _
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,
CONTACT:
Thomas 1.Beight
570-D North Frederick Avenue Gaithersburg, Maryland 20760
Phone 948-6555 or 460-8350
motivation is one of the most de- cruiters, but turning skilled ath-
manding tasks confronting Slone. letes into top teams is what sep-
If he succeeds, an NIT berth arates good coaches from good
could be his reward. If he fails, recruiters. So far, the GW
his worries will give rise to a new coaching staff is at the wrong end
crop of gray hair. of the divider.
Anyone who has the pleasure Solving the riddle of Burwell's
of knowing the personable coach psyche may be beyond any coach,
will wish him success, except, of but there are other less mysteri-
course, for opposing coaches. ous problems that remain un-
Slone is so dedicated that he has solved.
paid for recruiting expenses and For one, the Colonials lack a
trophies for his players with his strong team spirit, that confi-
own money when the budget ran dence which enables teams, such
dry. as Al McGuire's Marquette War-
High powered college coaching riors, to come up. with the big
is such an exacting profession play when it's needed. The
that dedication alone can't bring Colonials need to be buoyed bya
success. Unfortunately, GW has workable, decisive plan that will
a poor track record when it work under stress.
comes to developing the poten- Aside from leadership and
tial of. athletes, except for Walt morale difficulties, there are
Szczerbiak. basic strategic problems. For a
A strong recruiting program team with good shooting guards,
has brought the good players. GW has an unusual amount of
.Morris and Tallent are fine trouble drawing out defenses and
guards and possible pro pros- opening the middle for Burwell
pects. The erratic. Burwell has or Harper.
displayed great potential, and Another example of poor strat-
forward Haviland Harper has egy is the refusal to abandon the
some dazzling offensive skills. . press, which does little except
Filling in for Tallent, aggres-' tire out the Colonials. GW
sive John Holloran is.remarkably players can play good defense,
poised for a freshman. Towering but an effective press requires an'
7-1 Kevin Hall, another fresh- exceptional team.,
man, may not have Burwell's
skills, but he looks hungrier on
the court, and - shows more
promise with each performance.
Peters is a fine example of
GW's talent. A fourth or fifth
guard at the beginning of the
season, he has moved up to third
guard, displayed good court
sense, and made clutch shots
against Marshall and J ackson-
ville.
A strong, aggressive forward
would give the Colonials the only
missing ingredient for a potential'
super team. And you can bet
assistant coach Tom Schneider is
conducting an exhaustive search
for the next Owen Brown.
Many coaches are good re-
- ,
The three years of Morris,
Harper, and Burwell (Tallent, if
he recovers, will be eligible for
two more seasons), represent a
trial period for Slone. Last year
he made a more than adequate
start, but this year it looks like
he'll lose more ground than can
be rationalized by the loss of
Tallent.
Next season, with or without
Tallent, Slone must make up for
this year, and should come up
with a better team than last
year's 17,9 squad. Maybe the
teams needs a change now, but
it's hard to deny such an earnest
and likeable man like Slone
another chance.
Elections For
Marvin Center Governing Board
University Program Board Positions
For The Academic Year Starting Sept. 1974
GOVERNING BOARD
• At-large Representativ'e
• Food Service Representative
• Bookstore Representative
• Parking Representative'
PROGRAM BOARD
• Chairman
• Vice-Chairman
• Secretary
• Treasurer
»:
FILING OPENS TUESDA Y, FEBRUARY 19 IN CENTER ROOM 427
FILING ENDS TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26 AT 5:00 P.M.
ElECr/ONSMARCH 5-6, 1974
Joint Governing Board-Program Board
Elections Com mittee
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Dustin Hoffman SavesPapillonwJflJffPE_lfi_L$;Sl£l
by Marilyn McMahon me?iocrity is Dustin Hoffman's released, his appearance i~ that ;n th~ last few scenes. Smoothly, ers. Through the years, numer-
Papillon, now showing at the acting. A good example of the of an aging man. he changes his normal conversa- ous "methods"have been used
Dupont Circle Theatre is a understated humor that Hoffman The second escape lasts longer tion into babble. He is well aware and then discarded' as the fads
generally, enjoyable adventure uses is his attempt to bribe one of than the first. These scenes are of the fact that Papillon cannot and the attitudes of the Ameri-
film, with occasionally superior the officials into guaranteeing suspenseful and well done. be stopped from making his final can public changed. Today, the
acting from Steve McQueen as that both he and Papillon will be Papillon runs from the authori- escape, a perilous jump onto. a excessive uses of sex and vio-
Pap ilion and a consistently out- kept at the main camp. Unfortu- ties with a Latin American coconut raft. For Degas, the fisk lence are the most popular modes
standing portrayal of the charac- nate~y the family of one of the ,prisoner who apparently knows ,of death is too high, Standing at used in films by movie makers, In
ter Louis Degas by Dustin of~clals had been financially his way through the wilds. the edge of the cliff and seeing many cases, the scene in which a
Hoffman. . r~medby buying Degas' counter- Eventually, this prisoner is im- Papillon successfully float to- sexual or a violent act is being
In the first 35 minutes or so of felt bonds, All Degas could say paled on a bamboo trap consist- wards open sea, Degas slowly executed becomes so overpower-
Papillon, there are numerous was that the guard should be ing of numerous sharp stakes. turns and heads back in the ing that any good acting or
scenes of face-slashing and proud of their patriotism. Papillon is eventually turned dire~tion of his little hovel. interesting plot is pushed into
throat-cutting, a decapitation, The' film then focusses on over to the authorities by a nun, Without the superb perform- the background.
and general bloodspilling. As far Papillon's attempted escapes, and he ends up again in the soli- ance of I?ustin Hoffman,Papillon 'The point is not that violence.
.as the plot is concerned, little Papillon's strong survival in- tary confinement prison. By the would Simply be another, Steve for example" is nonexistent in
occurs except for the transporta- stinct drives him to attempt time he is released, Papillon McQue~n adventure movie. By the world. Rather, directors or
tion of prisoners from the ship to escape after escape, until the looks like a man of seventy. He is portraying Degas as an awk- producers often exploit the most
the main prison, and then to . only alternative for him is death. placed on Devil's Island, where wa:d, fumbling, yet .cle,:er c~n grotesque character of the vio-
other work camps, After the failure of the first he finds his comrade Degas. art~st, .Ho~fman provides comic lent. aft, isolating it from the.
Th I f ' hi h ' . , relief during .moments of sus- t t f th fil T he on y actor w IC saves escape, Papillon IS sent to a Physically, Degas seems " con ex 0 elm. 0 t e
thi t' 'f th f'l from , , , pense or Impending horror At m . . k s. h II thi , 'IS por IOn 0 elm. rom prrson designed specifically for twenty-five years younger than ' " . o:l1em<lers, owever, a ISIS
I, " , ,the same time since Hoffman it b id th int If thso itary confinement, These are Papillon, However, after years of " . qui e eSI e e pom . ey can
h in whi h' .,' creates a realistic and very us se 'I n r th rr tt e scenes in w IC McQueen s brutal dehumanization Degas . ' ' ' e x, VIOe ce, 0 e cu en
f ' , ..' . likeable character, the fact that int r t ' d' rim' t' fper ormance rises above medi- had become a submissive child.. " , e es s m ISC ina IOn 0
it . , , hil ' "he IS reduced to a Simpleton by, women blacks homosexualsoert y to quite superior acting. W I e speaking to Papillon his " ,'. , " ,'1' " " ',the prison system IS :is dlsturb- tc t' pr fit thPapi Ion s cell IS put In total mind often wanders espeCially , , ,e " 0 mcrease 0 I s, ey
, . , , " ,lng to the audience as Papillon's certai I ' 'II ddarkness and hiS ratIOns are cut when escape IS mentIOned, Like', ., n y WI 0 so,
,', phYSical decay In' solitary con- C rt 'nl P '11 'II t bto nothmg for hiS refusal to Papillon Degas also had a strong e al y, apl on WI no e
reveal the fact that Degas had survival'instinct. The difference finement, ,., , smothered in awards, However,'
. ',. , ,My only cntlclsm of the movie th . m t t t' fedible food smuggled mto hiS IS that Degas perceived the . , , e co pe en ac Ing 0
celI. Slowly,-this once physically necessity of assimilation in order arises from, a baSICcontempt of McQueen and the excellent per-
',' the "techmques" employed by f rm b H ffm n k thand mentally strong .human to survive. ,0 ance y 0 a rna e e
, ,,' , Hollywood directors and produc- film w rth 'ngbemg becomes thoroughly dls- Hoffman's acting throughout ,0 ._ see! .
sipated, When he is eventualIy the film is magnificent, especially International Student ID Card
Eurailpass Britrail Pass
Alternatives
Are you more interested in
social justice than in legal
justice? Then you may be inter-
ested in the alternatives to the
practice of law in its traditional
institutional framework.
On Thursday, February.21, at 1
p.m., there will be a discussion of
at least some of the issues
relating to alternative law prac-
tice (like "How much bread is
there in it?" or "Can I survive
doing it?" or even more basically
"What is itT') featuring some by Sue Stanford
GW profs (Albert and Sirulnik) In response to many requests, the Law Spouses are again
as well as others currently sponsoring a Wine and Cheese Tasting Party. which promises to
engaged in (or attempting to enhance your oenological instincts and tickle your taste -buds while
engage in) practici1'!g law in its you are having great fun, The cost is only $5.50 per couple. To reserve
activist dimension, Grab a sand- a share of the refreshments, please mail a check made out to Laurie
wich, bring your questions and Levinson to her at 4908 Herkimer St., Annandale, Ja. 22003, by
ideas, and come for an hour or so Monday, February 25. The corks will start popping at 8 P.M., March FREE SERVICE
r-_t_o_th_c_M_ar_vi_n_C_e_n_t_er_,_R_o_o_m_4.;.26_,_2_,_i_n_t_h_e_A_lu_m_n_i_L_ou_n_g_e_at_7_l4-.,2~1~s~t~S~t~.~N~,~W~'~~~~28~~~~;e;~;;~;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~8?~~~~
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RESERV ATIONS
TICKETS
EVERYWHERE
Ground Floor
MARVIN CENTER
FREE SERVICE
, CALL 659-2968
EVERY AVAILABLE AID •e FOR THE LAW STUDENT
THE GW, NON-ACADEMIC JUDICIAL SYSTEM ANNOUNCES
OPEN PETITIONING
FOR 5 POSITIONS ON THE
STUDENT COURT
Petitions are due Friday, February 22,
Petitions are available at the Information Desk
in the Marvin Center or in the office of the Vice
President for Siudent Affairs. 4th Floor, Rice -
'Hall. If you need any additional information
please call Mark Rosenb7rg at 676-7210.
GILBERTS LAW SUMMARIES
BLACKSTONE LAW SUMMARIES
LANDMARK LAW SUMtv\ARiES
SMITH'REVIEW
NUTSHELL SERIES
AMERICAN ,LEGAL CASE DIGESTS
CAMBRIDGE, OUTLINES
HORNBOOKS
lJ. 52S~'252sQ'
:;:...._~ AI the Top of the
University
Center DISCOUNT PRICES AND
I C·OMPLETE·SELECTION
• AT •..
WASHINGTON LAW. BOOK CO.
~,- ( ~;
.. .J . ..
J
{.' Snap r'),.
~Friday & Saturday.' ~
, ... J
:_\ 9p.m.-l a.m. '"
',~,\~ cover charge-$.25 ~
J'f'~
1917 Eye St.,' N.W. Tel. 785-0424
(Continued from Page 5) community, in the sense that would seem unfair to impose
freedom to act should be circum- they protect the right to health such suffering on one minority by
scribed by protections for' the· and safety of those' who are the will of another, or even that (Continued from Page 5)
community. Itmay fairly be said adversely affected by smoking. of a majority. has forced Mr. Nixon to attempt
that such regulations for the Moreover, if a few members of a One can imagine, then, the to dispel hateful rumors that his
benefit of a community (which community are made especially consternation and chagrin of us enemies are so joyfully spread-
the National Law Center alleged- uncomfortable or greatly incon- anti-smokers at our first glance ing, by publicizing such matters
ly is) enhance the freedom of the venienced by smoking, th~n it at the new cigarette machine on as his tax records. These records
,_ . the second floor of Stockton Hall. may prove he is technically "not
'.'.~ . ·..C··O·>(..·.CkKT·AI'>iL'li
S
"_.m ~~I-Z'Z-',A' .•~'" I don't care if the SBA worked a crook," but they hardly inspire
'f" for ten years to obtain it-I confiden~e in his moral fiber.
hereby call for a boycott of that When .the public found out that The public is not going to want
. '~." obscene polluting agent by every our nation's highest executive, Nixon removed from office be-
person who walks in the halls of. who makes an annual salary of cause of some esoteric legal
the NLC. Let's join to stop $200,000 plus expenses, paid less nuance (e.g., whether he knew
'~" smoking and make our air a little income tax than the average gas about the original coverup or the
~Icleaner. station mechanic, they did not subsequent coverup of the ';Over-When your neighbors begin to care if it was legal. up), but because they feel he has
~
I light up, ask them to forego the The "security" improvements violated a trust; The latter,
Restaurant & Lounge,. I nicotine, or take .BQl1cviolentbut that were made to Mr. Nixon's which is demollstratable fact,
1911 13 Pennsylvania Ave NW~Idirect action and blowout their 'h did 't hi' will accelerate the slow burn of
. -., '.' matches yourself. Be nice, but two pnvateh ornes 1 n . e'p h Renublimatters eit er. (My favorite IS t e epu rcan congressmen,~ 'l~ ~ , Insist. the bullet-proof security screen and thereby .. ,J hi, doorn.O- __ 2.~_~_~~--------------~---~~-------------·
~ - CREDIT CARDS .' .' . 338-0664'~'
~Jr::>Ctc=:=::>ltc=:=::>I~"..-;=?'K:::::::)tJ<::::::!J
ATTENTION NEW DONORS: Please make appoint-
ment for initial donation to facilitate medical examina-
tion by our physician,
Geo. Washington
Birthday Sale
Ends Friday Feb. ~2
Still Lotsof Bargains
and Further Reductions
Save 60% and More
Art Reproductions-Stationery
Glasses-Posters
And Other Items
Watch
for
Spring
Book
Sale /
Watch
for
Spring
Book
Sale
- The Northern Virginia Community College,
Annandale Campus Announces April and May Courses
for the July, 1974 Virginia Bar Exam
----Extensive Course: April2-May 2 and May 28-July 25,1974----
-------Standard COurse: May28-July 25, 1974-------
FEES
Extensive Course: $180
Standard Course: $160
•• ·VA APPROVED···
Olverson Bar Reoieio courses provide- thorough
preparation for the multistate .as well as the
essa)'.type examinations
-----Arrangements MayBeMadeforPlaybackofMissedLectures-----
Toughing it's Too Tough
that, incidentally, doubles as a
wind-break for his San Clemente
swimming pool.) In the face of
these indiscretions, people are
beginning. to remember the
Nixon jokes that developed when
he became the "New Nixon" back
in 1968.
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DISCUSSES
TODAY, February20
Rooms 410·415
Marvin Center
FR.EE
8P.M.
OlVERSON VIRGINIA
BAR REVIEW
The Most Successful Course for the
VIRGINIA BAR FOROVER20YEARS
For Further Information, Call or Write:
Continuing Education
Northern Virginia Community College
8333Little RiverTurnpike
Annandale, Va. 22003
(703)323-3168or 323-3169
